
Invisible Ink 

Metal wrenches flesh, fuses ink - stamp, stamp, stamp, stamp - pixelated pigment replacing 

fragile skin. Squid Black, Royal Blue, Ocean Green. Images written in pain. Red pricks and 

surfaces until the swipe of a lily-white wipe in a black-gloved hand recede it like the tide, 

revealing the sand carved image underneath. 

My second skin is almost complete.  

At 14 I was a fresh white page. He wrote the first act of his story upon it in welts and bruises. 

Act two, cuts and burns. Act three, breaks and lasting damage. 

I had my own voice and wanted to be heard so I carved my own tale in thin strips across 

freckled arms that healed into a rage red barcode. At the supermarket, always buying him 

smokes and beer, glaring into laser lines on killer goods. If I scan myself, would it give my 

worth? Would it be any different to the zero sum he gives me? 

My first ink was small, a secret act of defiance hidden under long sleeved tops, gripped 

tightly at the wrist by curled fingers. It was subtle and introductory like a first Act should be. 

A quill, dipped in blood, halfway down my forearm. It quivered when I clenched my fist. 

Act two raised the tension. Inked sleeves crept from under clothes. I smiled through that 

beating when he tore the shirt from my back and saw the damage I had done. He looked 

down at his own tattoos, each a wispy, faded blue, like cigarette smoke, regrets etched with a 

hot pin and ink on teenage skin. They flexed and stretched with life as he swung his curved 

arm that still held on to a labourer’s tone despite its only use holding a tumbler and whipping 

stripes across my back. 



He told me I was ugly, the words flung and flecked with spit and whiskey. That’s when I 

abandoned the body and started to ink my face. 

He soon lost his relish for inflicting physical pain. Age and alcohol had sapped some of the 

strength he was so proud of. I had long since held back the screaming and cowering, his 

pleasure waning.  

Words became his weapon of choice. 

For my Third Act, I pierced my ears with metal to deflect biting insults. When that didn’t 

work rings gave way to guages. His venom fuelled replacement after replacement, bigger and 

bigger until the hole was large enough for him to climb through and out the other side. 

I split my tongue in two after I finally stood up to him and he beat me so hard I bit down, 

copper filling my mouth and flushing down my throat. He started the bifurcation process with 

unfulfilled work boots. I finished it on a gurney, roaring red flesh torn in two by a Doctor’s 

laser. 

His heart gave way when he saw me and tried to finish what he started all those years ago. 

I lie here now as a man I don’t know covers the last remnant of flesh my Father gave me. I 

took a copy of his last Will and Testament and scanned his signature, digitising it; breaking it 

down to zeros and ones for the artist to print and replicate on the book cover on my chest. My 

signature would rest there too, for we are the co-authors of this piece.  

The cover itself worn and broken, stained from age and use, the title faded and unreadable but 

the names clear as canvas. A final act of remembrance to the man who first marked my skin 

with Squid Black, Royal Blue, and Ocean Green, wrapped around a swollen eye. 



I stand in front of the mirror, skin raw and burning, blood still seeping. A real tear tip-toes 

past the impression, the same way I did as he lay, passed out on the sofa.  

The illusion is complete. I have erased myself with ink. 


